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EDITORIAL 
The aim of this journal is to present new applicable mathematical nd computational methods 
and to promote the application of these methods to all areas of research. 
Scientists working on computational nd applied mathematics are invited to contribute their 
results but also scientists applying mathematics in their research are invited to comment 
mathematical or numerical methods or to describe their need of new methods. 
Papers concerning the development of new methods and mathematical models in different 
parts of science and the implementation of known methods in new fields will be very much 
appreciated. 
Review articles, stressing the unity of fundamental mathematical problems arising in much 
different branches of science as physics, chemistry, engineering, biology, economy, medicine, 
etc. will stimulate the communication between scientists. 
Our policy with respect o the publication of algorithms is that all algorithms which are care- 
fully written and which are useful in a large context can be considered for publication. This 
means that they must be as independent as possible of the author's own installation and, of 
course, must be written in a standardised source language. However, during the last decade, 
we have witnessed an explosive increase in the production of numerical software. Therefore, 
evaluation and comparison of computer programs is as important as writing new programs. 
Our hope is that in this way this journal may become a forum for mathematicians and other 
scientists to interchange their ideas concerning applicable and computational mathematics 
and the application of these disciplines. 
The editors want the new journal to be useful and consequently they welcome all construct- 
ive comments from readers. 
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